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Abstract
Optical and infraredabsorptionand magneticsusceptibilitydata are reportedfor the ferric
iron hydroxy sulfatemineralsand compounds:basic iron sulfate,Fe(oH)Sor; butlerite,
Fe(OH)SO..2H,O;
parabutlerite,
Fe(OH)SO,.2H,O;
jarosite,
fibroferrite,Fe(OH)SOn.5H,O;
KFes(SOr)r(OH)u;
and stewartite,MnFer(HrO)u(OH)r(po,)r.
The relationships
among intensityof color,indicesof refraction,pleochroism,
antiferromagnetic
interaction
amongFe3+
ions,and structureare discussed
for 7A corner-linked
chainstructuresand the two-dimensionalFe3+sheets
ofthejarosites,
For all ofthesecompounds
thegreatest
intensityofthe FeB+
absorptionbandsand the highestrefractiveindexoccurwhenthe vibrationdirectionof the
incidentlight is alignedwith thecationchainsor in theplaneof thejarositesheets.
The ligandfieldabsorptionbandintensities
of all of thesecompoundsareenhanced
up to two ordersof
magnitudeabovewhat they are in magnetically
dilutecompounds.

Introduction
Minerals which have structurescontaining clusters
or chains of transition metal cations bridged by oxide
and hydroxide ions can have physical properties
which are substantiallydifferent from the properties
of related substanceswhich contain only transition
metal ions well isolated from each other.
In the first paper in this seriesexploring the relationship among the intensity of the absorption of
light, pleochroism,magneticsusceptibilityand cation
clusters(Rossman, 1975),it was shown that the intensitiesof spin-forbidden optical absorption bands
of Fe3+in the hydroxobridged dimeric unit in magnesiocopiapite, MgFeo(SO4)6(OH)r.20HrO,
were more
than an order of magnitude more intensethan those
in ferric sulfateswhich contain magneticallyisolated
ferric ions. A direct result of the intensificationof the
absorption bands is the enhancementof color in this
material. Even greaterintensificationwas observedin
botryogen, MgFe(SOa)r(OH).7HrO, which contains
infinite chains of antiferromagneticallycoupled hydroxobridged ferric iron. The intenseabsorption occurs only when the vibration direction of the incident
light is along the Fe-Fe axis of the dimers and chains.

Consequently,magnesiocopiapiteand botryogen are
strongly pleochroic.
The principles presented regarding the intensificationof color and pleochroismresulting from
the clustering of metal ions can be applied to two
seriesof ferric iron hydroxy sulfates.The basic iron
suffateshave the generalformula Fe(OH)SOn.nH2O.
Three membersof this seriesare known: Fe(OH)SO+,
basic iron sulfate,known only from syntheticlaboratory preparations,and Fe(OH)SOr.2H2O,which occurs as the triclinic mineral butlerite and as the orthorhombic mineral parabutlerite.The mineral fibroferrite has a stoichiometrycloseto Fe(OH)SO..5H2O,
which suggeststhat it may also be a member of this
series.The secondseriesof iron hydroxy sulfates,the
jarosites, is named after the mineral jarosite, KFe,
(SO1)r(OH)6. Several members of this series are
known with various cations substituting for potasslum.
This paper reports the results of optical spectroscopic and magnetic susceptibilitystudiesconducted
on membersof theseseriesof minerals and examines
how the resultsare controlled by the interconnection
of the cations.
Basic iron sulfates-structural considerations
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butlerite (Bordne, 1970)contain linear chainsof Fe8+
oriented parallel to each other. Each Fe3+ in the
chain is bridged by a single hydroxide ion and one
sulfate group. In basic iron sulfate, the chains are
interconnectedthrough'sulfate groups, whereas in
butlerite and parabutlerite the coordination about
iron is completedby water molecules,and the chains
are not cross-linkedby sulfate tetrahedra.
Fibroferrite remains structurally uncharacterized.
Cesbron (1964) concluded from X-ray studies that
the mineral is hexagonal.Earlier studiesreviewedby
Cesbron had concluded that the mineral was either
monoclinic or orthorhombic. These differencesmay
be due to the easewith which the mineral dehydrates
at room temperature to other uncharacterized
phases.

(Fanfani et al., l97l) which is also the direction of 7'
Lausen (1928) reported only weak pleochroism in
butlerite from Arizona. However, the Arizona specimens used in this study were strongly pleochroic,
varying from colorless to yellow. Bandy (1938) reported that for parabutlerite7 : [100]' the direction
along which the Fe(OH)Fe chains run (Borbne,
1970).
This correlation also appliesto the hydroxobridged
minerals reported in the first part of this series(Rossman, 1975). The hydroxobridged dimeric units are
oriented along 7 in magnesiocopiapite,and the
chains of hydroxobridgedFe8+are aligned along 7 in
botryogen.The refractiveindex-pleochroismcorrelation is applicable to a wide variety of minerals containing cation clustersand chains.

Refractive index, pleochroism, and
structure correlations

Optical spectra

In the hydroxobridged lerric iron clusterand chain
compounds, the direction of the greatest color intensity is the vibration direction ofthe highestrefractive index. This correlation is shown in Table l. In all
cases,the refractiveindex has its greatestvalue when
the electricvector of the incident light is alignedwith
the Fe-OH-Fe chains.
Crystals of Fe(OH)SOa are elongated along 7,
which agreeswith the observationsof Posnjak and
Merwin (1922). Johanson (1962) reported that the
crystals are elongatedalong [001], which is also the
direction of the Fe(OH)Fe chains. The hydroxobridged Fd+ chains in butlerite are parallel to [010]
TlsLr

l. Refractive index-oleochroism
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The optical spectra of the compounds which are
known to contain only linear chains of hydroxobridged Fe'+ display similar spectra. They have
three salient characteristics:(1) lhe single crystal
spectra are highly anisotropic; (2) in the direction of
the intense color, the ligand-field spectrum of Fe3+
appearsas if only the first ("Arr-oTrr) and the third
bands of octahedralFe3+are present;
(uArc-nA,.e,oEr)
(3) the intensitiesof the absorption bands are greatly
enhancedcompared to the intensity observedin their
magnetically dilute counterparts. These characteristics are observed in the spectra of the basic iron
sulfates.
The spectrum of powdered Fe(OH)SO. in KBr
pellets shows a broad absorption band at 945 nm, a
shoulder at -490 nm located on a rising absorption,
and a sharp band at 428 nm. The 945 nm band can
also be observedin a powdered sample mulled with
refractive index oil (no : 1.700)' Determinations of
the e value of the 945 nm band range from 2'8 to 3'6.
Past experiencewith the determination of e values
from the spectraof fine powders embeddedin a supporting matrix is that the values are generallyhigher
than those obtained from single crystals becauseof
the tortuous path the light follows in traversing the
sample. The true value, estimated to be 2.5, is still
much greaterthan that of magneticallyisolatedferric
iron in octahedral oxygen coordination. The
Fe(OH)SO. spectrum (not illustrated) is similar to
that of parabutlerite.
ln y-polarization the spectrum of parabutlerite
(Fig. l) consistsof the lowest energyFe3+band at 912
nm (07,r) and the (nA'r,nEe)band at 426 nm'The e
values, 2.5 and 28, respectively,are more than an
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FIc. l. Optical absorption spectrum of a parabutlerite crystal 20 pm thick from Yazd, Iran, showing
the intense absorptions in 7-polarization.

order of magnitude greater than the corresponding
values for magnetically dilute ferric sulfates (Rossman, 1975). ln p-polarization (Fig. 2) a Fe3+ band
occurs at 478 nm (e - 2.4). Spectral data for other
weaker Fe'+ bands are included in Table 2.
The spectrumof butlerite is similar to that of para-

butlerite. In 7-polarization the intensifiedbands occur at920 nm (e : 2.4) and 424 nm G : 33). In 0polarization a band occurs at 488 nm (c - 2.8) (Fig.

3).
It is possible
thatthe488nm bandin butlerite
and
the correspondingbands at -490 nm in Fe(OH)SOa
and 478 nm in parabutlerite correspond to the BA*

PARABUTLERITE

Trstp 2. Optical spectroscopic
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FIc. 2. Optical absorption spectrum of a parabutlerite crystal
illustrating the enhancement of the first absorption band of Fes+ at
912 nm in 7-polarization and the 478 nm B-feature; crystal 300 pm
thick from Yazd,han.
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of thesestructurescan be understood in terms of the
enhancementof color which occurs in antiferromagnetically coupled linear chains of OH-bridged Fe3+.
The structural prototype of the 7A chain is
a
a
Fe(OH)SOo.Its yellow color is determinedlargely by
c
!
the intensity enhanced 6Av-(aAw,Es) absorption
o
band of Fe3+which absorbsthe violet and blue com!
ponents of the visible spectrum. Butlerite and parabutlerite are further examplesof this class of compounds.
Stewartite, MnFeS+(HrO)6(0H)r(Pol)r, is one of
the minerals with the 7A Fe'* chain structure reW o v e l e n g t h( n m )
ferred to by Moore and Araki (1974b).The mineral is
Ftc. 3. Opticalabsorption
spectrum
of a butleritecrystal106 strongly pleochroic from orangish-yellow(7) to colArizona.
lm thickfromJerome.
orless(a). Cleavageplatelets(010) of stewartiteprovide
nearly centered -Bxofigures which allow y and p
-aTr, transition of Fe3+;however, they occur at sign7r,
spectra
to be convenientlyobtained.The optical specnificantly lower wavelengths than the
transition
(Fig.
4) is similar to that of the ferric hydroxy
trum
in magnetically dilute Fe3+ sulfates. Alternatively,
ofthe aI', band at 880 nm and the
consisting
sulfates,
thesefeaturescould arise from transitions to the components of the octahedral (oArr,oEr)state which has (nA'r,nEr)band at 428 nm. Both bands show intensity
been split by the lower symmetry at each Fe'+ site. enhancementindicating antiferromagneticexchange
Resolution of this ambiguity will probably have to coupling of the Fe3+cations in the chain. lt is interwait until detailed theoretical studies become avail- esting to note that the spectroscopic features of
able for magneticallycoupled I systems.
B U T L ER I T E

Magnetic susceptibilitydata
All the compounds display effective magnetic moments which are reduced below the value of 5.9-6.0
Bohr magnetons found in magnetically dilute ferric
sulfates. The reduced magnetic moments which decrease at low temperatures indicate that the Fe3+
cations are antiferromagneticallycoupled. The magnetics of Fe(OH)SO. have been previously reported
by Cattrall et al., (1971) and Powers et al., (1975).
The effective magnetic moment per iron decreases
f r o m p : 3 . 8 4B . M . a t 2 9 8 ' K t o 2 . 0 B . M . a t 8 5 o a n d
0.84 B.M. at l5o. The gram magnetic susceptibility,
Xs, of parabutlerite is 2.5 X l0-b cgs (296 K, 10.0
kde) corresponding to an effective magnetic moment
p e r i r o n p : 3 . 3 B . M . F o r b u t l e r i t eX e = 3 . 1 X l 0 - 5
cgs and p a 3.8 B.M. Due to both the limited quantity of sample available for the magnetic study and to
the presenceof impurity phases,the values for butlerite must be considered approximate.
Discussion-74 chains
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Moore and Araki (1974b) noted the close_physical
*3?.1."0,n
,n,iio
similarity among compounds that possess7A octaheFrc. 4. Optical absorption ,p".tru. of a stewartite crystal showdral corner-linked chain structures. In particular,
ing enhanced Fe'+ absorption bands and Mn'+ bands without
they observed that minerals with 7A structures in- enhancement. Crystal from the Fletcher Pegmatite, N. Groton, N.
volving chains of Fd+ in six-fold oxygen coordina- H.: for tr : 300-700 nm,22 1tmthick; for I : 700-1400 nm, 150
tion are yellow to orangein color. The common color p m t h i c k .
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Mn'*, which is isoelectronicwith Fe3+and presentin
stewartitein the ratio of one Mn2+ to two Fes+,have
very low intensities.The n[, and(aArr,aEr)bands of
Mn'z+ would be expectedto occur in the vicinity of
550 nm and 400 nm respectively.For comparison,
they are found at 540 nm and 402 nm in
MnSO..4H,O (Lohr and McClure, 1968).The weaknessofthese bandsin the spectrumofa thin crystal of
stewartite indicatesthat the Mn2+ ions are not situated structurally in clustersor extendedchains. The
determination of the stewartite structure by Moore
and Araki (1974a)showsthat the Mn2+ is arrangedin
octahedra isolated from adjacent Mn2+ by hydrogen
bonds and from Fe8+by intervening pOo tetrahedra.
The similarity of the stewartite spectrum to the
spectraof the hydroxy-sulfatesunderscoresthe dominant role of the hydroxobridgedchain in determining
the color and spectroscopyof these substancesand
illustratesthat the change from SOrr- to pOos- ligation does not constitutea large perturbation upon the
intrinsic properties of the chain. In the hydroxy sulfate seriesit was observedthat the change from SOr2coordination to coordination by HrO did not significantly alter the dominant spectroscopic features
of the hydroxobridged chain.
Fibroferrite
Optical and magnetic data suggestthat the Fes+in
fibroferrite shareOH-, but that the fibroferrite structure is fundamentally different from other members
of the basic iron sulfate series.The optical spectrum
shows three Fe3+absorption bands at 840, 555, and
423 nm, all polarizedparallel to the fiber axis (Fig. 5).
The absorption bands have enhanced intensities
(Table 2) indicative of cation interaction. The fibroferrite spectrum differs from the spectra of the other
Fe(OH)SOocompounds in severalrespects.The 840
nm band is at higher energythan the oZ,, bandsofthe
other compounds; the well-resolved555 nm band is
at an energy expected for the oT* band, but is at
significantlylower energy than the -490 nm band in
B-polarization in the others; the e-values, while
greater than in magnetically dilute compounds, are
not as great as in the other basic iron sulfates.The
lower e values can be anticipated when the intensity
of color of parabutlerite and fibroferrite are compared.
Fibroferrite in the form of slightly greenish-yellow
fibers has a magneticmoment of 3.72 B.M. at 297"K.
When the mineral alters (dehydrates?)to a yellow
crumbly material, the moment rises to 4.40 B.M.
Becauseof the difficulty in obtaining fibroferrite com-
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Flc. 5. Optical absorptionspectrumof a bundleof fibroferite
fibers250 pm thick soakedin a liquid with zD = 1.54(specimen
from Cyprus).

pletely free of the yellow alteration product, the value
3.72 B.M. may be somewhat higher than the true
value. The antiferromagneticinteraction and the enhanced intensities of the absorption bands suggest
that the Fd+ are joined through OH bridges, although the exact details of this linkage cannot be
ascertained from these data.
Jarosites-two-dimensional cation sheets
The second series of minerals is typified by the
mineral jarosite, KFes(SOn)r(OH)".The optical spectroscopic study of jarosite constitutesa major extension of the work with enhancedabsorption intensities
in antiferromagnetically coupled systemsfrom structures with one-dimensionalinteractionsto strucrures
with two-dimensional interactions. Jarosite is isostructural with alunite, KAls(SO4)r(OH).(Hendricks,
1937). The alunite structure (Wang et al., 1965) consists of two-dimensionalsheetsof hydroxo- and sulfate-bridged Al3+ wherein each Al3+ is coordinated to
3 OH- groups and 3 SOn2-groups. Each OH- group
bridges two Al3+. The hydroxobridged sheetsare separated from each other by the potassiumions. Miner-
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als and compounds which have various cations substituting for potassium are isostructural with jarosite
(Hendricks, 1937) and are referred to as jarosites.
The refractive index-pleochroism-structure correlation can be easily extended from one-dimensional
clustersand chains to the two-dimensional hydroxobridged Fe'+ sheets of jarosite, natrojarosite, argentojarosite, hydronium jarosite, and plumbojarosite. All of the jarosites are markedly pleochroic.
o
The color is more intensewhen the vibration direction of the incident light is parallel to the cation
sheets (c.r).In this direction the refractive index is
about 0. I greater than in the e direction (Larsen and
Berman, 1934;Posnjak and Merwin,1922). The spectroscopic features found for the minerals containing
the linear hydroxobridged chains are also observedin
the spectraof the two-dimensionaljarosite sheet.The
single-crystalspectrum of a Pershing County, Nevada, jarosite showsabsorption bands in c,rat 933 nm
(e = 1.8) and at 434 nm (e -33) (Fig. 6). These
" 4oo
600wou"tength
features are greatly enhanced in the <,rspectrum comtnt)
pared to the e spectrum. The spectrum of synthetic
Optical absorptionspectrumof a jarosite ctystal 22
Frc.
6.
jarosite obtained as a paste in a liquid of high refracpm thick from PershingCounty, Nevada.
tive index is similar to the spectrum of the natural
crystal. The Fe3+ions in jarosite are antiferromagnetically coupled. At 298 K, p : 3.54 B.M. and falls to Merwin (1922).Their identitywasconfirmedby powder X-ray diffraction,infraredspectra,and wet chem0 . 8 5 B . M . a t 1 5 K . ( P o w e r se t a l . , 1 9 7 5 ) .
Conclusions
( I ) Minerals with 7A corner-linkedFe3+chainsshow
FeS+ absorption bands of enhanced intensity
when the vibration direction of the incident light
is along the cation chain.
(2) Enhanced Fe3+ absorption bands are found in
the spectra of minerals such as jarosite which
contain extended two-dimensional hydroxybridged Fd+ sheets when the vibration direction of the incident light is in the plane of the
cation sheet.
(3) The enhanced intensities of the spin-forbidden
bands and the resulting pleochroism are associated with antiferromagnetic coupling among
the Fe3+ions.
(4) Anistropy and enhanced absorption band intensity indicate sharing of Fd+ polyhedra but do
not uniquely define the structural arrangement.

Experimental details
Severalbatchesof basiciron sulfatewere prepared
by the methods ofJohanson (1962) and Posnjak and

ical analysis(Powerset al., 1975).Butlerite(NMNH
#95953)was from the United VerdeMine, Jerome,
Arizona (Lausen,1928).Its identitywas verifiedby
its distinctivecolor,locality,andcrystalmorphology'
was from Yazd, Iran. Its identitywas
Parabutlerite
confirmed by external morphology, optics, and
wet-chemical a-nalysis.Analysis: calculated for
Fe,27.2 found:Fe,26.8,26.8.The
Fe(OH)SOr.2HzO:
fibroferrite was from Cyprus. Its identity was confirmed by morphologyand refractiveindices.AnalyFe,2l.6; found:
for Fe(OH)SOr.5HzO:
sis:calculated
jarosite
spectrum which is disFe, 21.6. The
cussedwas obtainedfrom mm-sizedbrown crystals
from Sulfur, Pershing County, Nevada, which
were labeled carphosiderite [hydronium jarosite,
(H,O)Feg(SO.),(OHLI
CIT #6583.The identitv as
jarositewas confirmedby infraredspectrawhich in
cm-' regionweremore nearlyidentithe 1500-1700
of syntheticjarosite than to the
spectrum
cal to the
hydroniumjarosite.Therewas,
of
synthetic
spectrum
however,someindicationof the 1575cm-1 feature
by Wilkins et al. (1974)indicatingsome
discussed
substitutionof HsO+ for K+. Syntheticjarositewas
preparedby the methodof Fairchild( 1933) andcharacterized by powder X-ray diffraction, infrared
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spectra,and wet chemical analysis(powers et al., JounNson,G. (1962)On the crystalstructuresof FeOHSO.and
1975).Other samplesof naturaljarosite produced InOHSO.. Acta Chem.Scand.16, 1234-1244.
resultssimilar to the syntheticmaterial.Stewartite LlnsnN, E. S. er.roH. BrnulN (1934)The microscopicdetermination of the nonopaqueminerals.U. S. Geol.Suru Buil. E/iB.
from the Fletcherpegmatite,
N. Groton,New Hamp_ 266 p.
shire,wasprovidedby p. B. Moore of the Universiiy LeusrN, C. (1928)Hydrous
sulfatesformedunderfumerolicconof Chicago.The generalexperimental
ditions at the United VerdeMine. Am. Mineral. 13.203-221.
methodsand
instrumentation
usedhavebeendescribed
(Rossman. Losn, L. L. eNo D. S. McCLuns ( 1968)Opticalspectraof divalent
salts.II. The effectof interioniccouplingon absorp1975).All datawereobtainedat room temperature. manganese

tion strength.J. Chem.Phys.49,3516-3521.
Moonr, P. B. nNo T. Anlrr (1974a) Stewartite,Mn2+Fers+
(OH)r[PO{]r.2H.O;Its atomic arrangement.
Am. Mineral. 59,
1272-12',76.
Thanks are due to P. B. Moore who provided the stewartlte AND (1974b) Jahnsite,CaMnr+Mgz(HrO)rFe23+
specimens, Miles Silberman and F. J. Baum, Jr. who provided
(OH)r[POl.; A novel stereoisomerism
of ligandsabout octasamples ofjarosite, Rock Currier who provided a group of parahedral corner-chains.
Am. Mineral. 59, 964-973.
butlerite crystals, and the National Museum of Natural Historv.
PrLrcun, C., H. BrnlaeNANDC. FRoNDrr-(1951)Dana'sSystem
Smithsonian Institution which provided the butlerite.
of Mineralogy,Tth Ed. Vol. II, Wiley and Sons,New York.
PosNrer, E. eNo H. E. Mrnwlu ( 1922) The syster!,
Fe,O'-SO'-HzO.J. Am. Chem Soc 44, 1965-1994.
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